CHAPTER IV: Making TANF Work for Individuals with Disabilities

Introduction

As states seek to increase engagement in welfare-to-work activities, it is important to consider the special circumstances of families that include individuals with disabilities. In some cases, recipients with disabilities (or recipients who care for family members with disabilities) can participate in the same welfare-to-work activities as other recipients, though some may need additional supportive services. In other cases, they may need different activities or may need to participate in activities for a different length of time than other recipients. Also, some TANF recipients may have disabilities that are so severe that they would be more appropriately served in the SSI (Supplemental Security Income) program.

The DRA and the interim final regulations present new challenges to states as they seek to help recipients with disabilities move toward employment. Previously, the TANF work participation rates were not difficult for states to meet, so states could engage recipients in activities that did not count toward the work rates (or allow recipients to participate for fewer hours than needed to meet the federal standards) without putting themselves at great risk of fiscal penalty. Similarly, because states had flexibility to define the various work activities, some states adopted broad definitions — to which HHS never formally objected — that allowed them to claim credit toward the work rates when individuals participated in activities designed to address issues such as disabilities and other barriers to work.

Under the DRA and associated regulations, in contrast, the work rates are difficult to meet and states can no longer define work activities broadly to include some activities tailored to the needs of individuals with disabilities and other barriers. When a state modifies the type of activity a recipient with a disability engages in, or its duration, the state generally will not get credit for the participation in its work rates. And because the work rates themselves are difficult to meet, there are potentially greater consequences for states when recipients’ participation cannot be counted toward the rate calculation.
While the DRA and accompanying regulations are problematic in this respect, HHS reminds states in the preamble to the regulations that states’ assistance programs must comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. That is, states must ensure that individuals with disabilities have access to assistance and appropriate employment-related services, and that individuals who need accommodations with respect to the work participation requirements must be given those accommodations.

In response to the interim final regulations, hundreds of organizations, state officials, analysts, and advocates submitted comments to HHS. Many of these comments discussed the need for changes to ensure that states are not penalized with respect to the work rates for meeting their ADA/Section504 obligations and engaging individuals with disabilities in appropriate activities. Unless new regulations are issued, however, the interim final regulations remain in effect. Thus, this chapter is designed to:

- explain states’ ADA/Section504 obligations with respect to TANF programs;
- examine the potential benefits to states and families of using non-MOE state funds to finance assistance to some families in which the adult has a disability;
- discuss concrete ways that states can engage recipients with disabilities in activities that can help them progress toward employment;
- describe how states have improved employment services for individuals with disabilities; and
- examine how states can ensure that recipients who would be better served in SSI have access to that assistance.

In addition, the chapter will discuss one area where the interim final regulations increase state flexibility by allowing states to exempt from the work rates certain families in which an adult cares for a family member with a disability.

**Legal Background on TANF and Federal Disability Protections**

The 1996 law that created TANF specifically provides that federal civil rights laws, including Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the ADA of 1990, apply to TANF programs. The HHS Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has issued guidance to help states and counties understand their obligations under Section 504 and the ADA in their TANF programs. States must ensure


that individuals with disabilities have meaningful access to all services and benefits provided under TANF programs — including welfare-to-work programs and income assistance — and that reasonable accommodations are made to work-related requirements when needed because of an individual’s disability. This legal structure provides important protections for families, while giving states flexibility to determine how best to serve recipients with disabilities in their TANF and related programs.

**Which Entities Are Covered?**

Section 504 prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability and covers all entities that receive federal financial assistance from HHS, either directly or indirectly, through a grant, contract, or subcontract. The ADA prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability by both public and private entities, whether or not they receive federal financial assistance.

These laws cover all states, counties, and other local governments administering all or part of a TANF program and related programs. Programs are covered regardless of whether they receive TANF funds, other federal funds, or state or county funds, and regardless of whether funds are used to meet the state’s MOE requirement.

**Which Individuals Are Covered?**

The ADA and Section 504 define an individual with a disability as a person who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of his or her major life activities, a person who has a record of such an impairment, or a person who is regarded as having such an impairment. The laws apply to both adults and children, so TANF programs need to ensure that their programs are accessible and accommodating to families in which either an adult or a child has a disability. The ADA and Section 504 have much broader definitions of disability than the one used for disability-related cash benefits provided through SSI or the Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) program.
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What Do the ADA and Section 504 Require?

Two key principles underlie OCR’s analysis of the legal requirements of Section 504 and the ADA in TANF: *individualized treatment* and *effective and meaningful opportunity*.

- **Individualized treatment.** According to the guidance, this “requires that individuals with disabilities be treated on a case-by-case basis consistent with facts and objective evidence. Individuals with disabilities may not be treated on the basis of generalizations and stereotypes.” For example, it is not legal to deny TANF recipients with disabilities access to part of the TANF program “based on the stereotypical view, unsupported by any individual assessment, that people with disabilities are unable to participate in anything but the most rudimentary work activities.”

- **Effective and meaningful opportunity.** The guidance states that “individuals with disabilities must be afforded the opportunity to benefit from TANF programs that is as effective as the opportunity the TANF agency affords to individuals who do not have disabilities, and must also be afforded ‘meaningful access’ to TANF programs.”

These principles have implications for all of the TANF agency’s (and its contractors’ and vendors’) policies and practices. OCR identifies three legal requirements that flow from these two principles. TANF agencies must:

- ensure equal access through the provision of appropriate services to people with disabilities;
- modify policies, practices, and procedures to provide such equal access unless doing so would fundamentally alter the program; and
- adopt non-discriminatory methods of administering the program.

The OCR guidance makes clear that states or counties can meet these obligations in a number of ways. While providing examples of best practices, the guidance does not imply that all states must adopt a particular policy or procedure.

What Do These Legal Requirements Mean for States?

*Requirement #1: Ensure equal access through the provision of appropriate services.* The guidance states that “TANF agencies must afford qualified individuals with disabilities an opportunity to participate in or benefit from TANF programs that is equal to the opportunity the agency offers to individual without disabilities.” To comply with this requirement, “TANF agencies must provide TANF beneficiaries with disabilities with services that are appropriate, and that give these beneficiaries an equal opportunity to benefit from the agency’s job placement, education, skills training, employment and other TANF activities.”
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The guidance also states that, “The programs must be provided in the most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of the individuals with disabilities.” In other words, states must ensure that individuals with disabilities “can participate in all programs and services for TANF beneficiaries, not just those programs and services that are designed solely for individuals with disabilities.” While the guidance stresses the importance of trying to integrate recipients into the work activities that are available to recipients without disabilities (by providing extra supports and services as needed), it also suggests that some recipients may need more specialized activities, at least for some period of time.

In addition, the guidance explains the procedures states need to have in place to determine a TANF applicant’s or recipient’s needs: “It is critical that TANF beneficiaries with disabilities receive an assessment that allows them equal opportunity to benefit from the TANF programs and the assessment process.” Also, before reaching the assessment step, TANF agencies must provide screenings by trained personnel using reliable screening tools. The guidance notes that “at a minimum,” intake workers should be able to recognize potential disabilities and to conduct an initial screening to identify possible disabilities.

The TANF agency also has the “obligation to ensure that service providers have the requisite knowledge, experience, and expertise to serve beneficiaries with disabilities.” This applies both to agency staff and to contractors that provide services to TANF recipients, such as welfare-to-work providers.

**Requirement #2: Modify policies, practices, and procedures to provide equal access.** As the guidance makes clear, states need to ensure that the full range of state TANF policies, practices, and procedures — including the application and eligibility review procedures, employment services provided, requirements imposed on families (such as work requirements), work-program exemption rules, and sanction policies — promote rather than deny equal access for individuals with disabilities. The guidance recommends that state and county agencies try to determine the extent to which various groups of people with disabilities participate in their programs and then use that information to analyze “each step of the TANF program to determine what changes are necessary to ensure people with disabilities have an equal opportunity to access and benefit from TANF programs and related activities.”
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190 Ibid. The guidance explains that states are not obligated to make “fundamental alterations” in their TANF programs to ensure equal access for individuals with disabilities, but a separate OCR letter of findings on an investigation in Massachusetts makes clear that OCR takes a narrow view of what constitutes a “fundamental alteration.” For example, regarding the Massachusetts TANF agency’s failure to properly identify and serve adult recipients with learning disabilities, OCR rejected the state’s claim that meeting the needs of these recipients would fundamentally alter the TANF program. OCR noted that a main purpose of TANF is to “end dependence of needy parents on government benefits by promoting job preparation, work and marriage”; thus, modifying a state’s welfare-to-work program to ensure that it promotes job preparation and work for those with learning disabilities would not constitute a fundamental
**Requirement #3: Adopt non-discriminatory methods of administration.** In explaining the requirement that TANF agencies adopt non-discriminatory methods of administration, OCR has stated that the phrase “methods of administration” applies both to “official written policies” of the TANF agency and the “actual practices” of the agency. In other words, having good policies on paper is only part of the agency’s responsibility. Training staff to implement the policies and providing the resources to ensure that implementation occurs are essential as well.

OCR identifies a number of steps a TANF agency should take to ensure that its policies and practices are not discriminatory:

- train staff to provide equal access to TANF programs for individuals with disabilities and ensure that trainings occur for staff of service providers that have contractual or vendor relationships with the TANF agency;

- establish clear written policy that incorporates modifications to policies, practices, and programs to ensure equal access;

- conduct regular oversight of TANF and related assistance programs and services to ensure equal access; and

- take any additional steps to otherwise ensure that the agency’s policies and practices (or those of its contractors or vendors) do not subject individuals with disabilities to discrimination.

**TANF Work Requirements and People with Disabilities**

As noted, the DRA imposes significantly higher effective work participation requirements on states. In addition, the interim final regulations restrict states’ flexibility not only to count toward their work rates a broad range of activities that can help some individuals with disabilities move toward employment, but also to count recipients who participate in activities for fewer than the federally required number of hours due to their disabilities.

Given this, states will need to make two sets of policy and programmatic decisions. First, how will the state provide those services and supports — will it provide them to all families within TANF- and MOE-funded programs, or will it help some families through solely state-funded programs that are outside the federal TANF work rules? Second, what assessment procedures, services, and supports are needed to help recipients with disabilities move forward toward employment when possible?
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These two issues are discussed below.

Solely State-Funded Programs and Individuals with Disabilities

As discussed in Chapter 1 (see page 22), some states are considering establishing solely state-funded programs for some families for whom the federal TANF work requirements are inappropriate, including families in which the adult recipient has a disability. Since families served by a solely state-funded program are not considered in the federal work rates, states have the flexibility to engage these families in a broader range of activities and/or for fewer hours than TANF recipients, or exempt them from participation altogether. States can use solely state-funded programs to meet their ADA/Section 504 obligations with respect to their income assistance programs for poor families — that is, to ensure that individuals with disabilities have access to assistance and are provided with accommodations with respect to work requirements when needed.

States can finance employment programs and other non-assistance services for families in a solely state-funded program with TANF or MOE funds. A state can, for example, permit or require SSF recipients to participate in a TANF- or MOE-funded employment services program that includes the kinds of activities and accommodations that individuals with disabilities need. (SSF families that participate in a TANF or MOE-funded employment program would not be included in the TANF work participation rate calculations because such families are not receiving assistance in a program that is funded with TANF or MOE.) In fact, to ensure that such families are served in the “most integrated environment” possible and have access to all of the employment-related services available to TANF recipients, states may want to have such families participate in the same TANF- or MOE-funded employment program as TANF recipients.

Regardless of whether states finance employment-related services for SSF recipients with TANF or MOE funds, states need to ensure that individuals in SSF programs have access to the same employment-related services and supports available to those receiving assistance in TANF- and MOE-funded programs. In fact, states could run afoul of the ADA/504 requirements if they establish a solely state-funded program that restricts recipients’ access to some types of benefits or services (such as education or training) that are provided to families receiving assistance in the TANF- or MOE-funded program.

Improving Outcomes for Recipients with Disabilities

However a state chooses to finance assistance and services for individuals with disabilities, it should also improve how programs work with such families to improve outcomes. The following is a brief discussion of how states can do so:
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Serving TANF Parents Who Can Be Excluded from the Work Rates Because They Are Caring for Family Members with Disabilities

Under the interim final regulations, a state can exclude parents from the work participation rates if they are caring for a family member with a disability, provided that the family member with the disability resides in the home with the adult recipient and does not attend school full-time. This is one area where the new regulations provide new flexibility for states to modify the hours or activities for these parents without being penalized with respect to their work participation rates.

The HHS work verification plan guidance asked states to define three terms for purposes of determining who would be excluded from the definition of “work-eligible individual” and thus from the work participation rates: “disabled,” “family member,” and “attending school full-time.” States adopted a variety of approaches in the first set of work verification plan submissions, with some states adopting very narrow definitions of these terms.

The following are some issues to consider with respect to defining these terms:

- **“Disabled.”** States should consider adopting a broad definition (such as that used in the ADA) that does not unduly limit their ability to exclude individuals caring for family members who need that care for a substantial number of hours during the workday, whether on a temporary or permanent basis.

- **“Family member.”** States need not limit the definition of family member to something as specific as a degree of relationship. They could include in their plan not only individuals related by blood, marriage, adoption, or guardianship arrangement, but also individuals who may not have these formal relationships but function as if those relationships were in place.

- **“Attending school full-time.”** Some states defined all children who are enrolled in school full-time as “attending school full-time,” thereby limiting the extent to which parents caring for children with disabilities could be excluded from the work rates when the child is enrolled full-time but is unable to attend full-time on a regular basis. Other states, by contrast, proposed to include only those children who attended school on a full-time basis, without frequent absences. (If an individual has a disability as defined by the ADA and is attending school full time, the state must make appropriate accommodations — for example in required hours of participation — if a family member is needed to care for the individual before, after, or during school hours.)

Ensuring that Parents Caring for Family Members with Disabilities Have Access to Employment Services

Some parents who care for family members with disabilities will want to participate in education, training, or other activities designed to help them move toward employment. While these parents may be unavailable for the level of participation required to count toward the work participation rates, they may be available for part-time participation and may want to try to increase their skills so they can secure a job in the future or to work part-time to augment the family’s income. For example, a parent may be able to attend education or training classes in the evening, when other family members can care for the individual with a disability.

States should ensure that these parents have access to these education, training, and employment opportunities, which can help the family make ends meet and/or increase their future employability. States should note that it could be a violation of the ADA to deny a parent access to training opportunities that fit into her caregiving schedule if those (or similar) opportunities are available to other recipients who are not caring for a family member with a disability.
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• **Improving screening and assessments.** As previously noted, states must provide assessments in any case in which there is any suspicion that the person has a disability. (For a detailed discussion of screening and assessment, see pages 59-62 in Chapter II.)

• **Developing supportive services to help individuals with disabilities succeed in welfare-to-work activities.** Individuals with disabilities may be able to succeed in a broad array of welfare-to-work programs (vocational training, work experience, job search, etc.) if they receive additional supports. These supports may include intensive case management, assessments to determine whether a learning disability or other condition is impeding the person's ability to understand and follow instructions, interventions designed to help the individual overcome the impediments posed by the learning disability, and help in solving transportation difficulties.

• **Developing work activities tailored to the needs of individuals with certain types of disabilities.** For some individuals, such as those with untreated (or inadequately treated) mental health problems or serious substance abuse problems, tailored interventions may be necessary before they can participate in standard work activities. For other individuals, established employment services targeted to individuals with disabilities may be effective. The key is for states to have as broad a set of activities in their “tool box” as possible and then use screenings and assessments to match recipients to appropriate activities. Also, the agency may want to develop new work activities aimed at individuals with disabilities, such as supported work programs that provide meaningful workplace experience and training coupled with intensive case management and other supports that can help individuals move toward employment. HHS explicitly states in the regulatory preamble that supported work programs may be counted toward the work participation rate as subsidized employment.

• **Partnering with state and county agencies that specialize in assisting individuals with disabilities.** While developing effective employment programs for individuals with disabilities has not been a primary focus of many state TANF programs, other government agencies and non-profits have been working on this issue for many years. These organizations can provide employment services for TANF recipients with disabilities or advise TANF agencies about how best to do so. They may be able to develop effective programs on a shorter timeframe than other providers of employment-related services.

For example, in a special project to identify TANF recipients with serious barriers to employment and provide employment-related services to them, the Ramsey County, Minnesota, TANF agency partnered with psychologists and service providers from other government and nonprofit agencies with expertise working with individuals with disabilities (see page 106 for more information). A Mathematica report found that these partnerships proved valuable both in helping diagnose individuals’ disabilities and in developing workable employment plans for them. The TANF agency
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noted that its partners in this project had a different perspective on the barriers and strengths of TANF recipients and knew about other available resources in the community to assist clients.196

**What Have States Done to Help Recipients with Disabilities Move Toward Employment?**

States have taken a variety of approaches to make their TANF programs accessible and effective for families that include members with disabilities. Some brief examples are given below.197

**Comprehensive Policy and Procedure Review**

Virginia conducted a comprehensive review of its policies and procedures to determine whether there were areas that either did not comply with the ADA and Section 504 or could be made more accessible to applicants and recipients with disabilities. On the basis of this review, the Department of Social Services made numerous changes throughout its TANF and welfare-to-work program rules. For example, a revised manual for state employees spells out accommodations that must be made in the application process, stating that people with disabilities are entitled to help in completing the application and collecting the needed documents.198 If a disability prevents an applicant from attending an intake interview at the welfare agency, the agency must provide a home visit or telephone interview or must interview the applicant’s authorized representative.199 Also, to the extent possible, employability assessments must be scheduled at a time that does not conflict with the applicant’s medical, mental health, or other appointments for treatment.200

---
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The Virginia policy manual also explains the types of changes to the state’s standard work requirements that should be made for an individual when needed because of a disability. These changes include:

- a waiver of the requirement that the person engage in a second work activity if needed to bring the total number of work hours up to the federal standard;
- a reduction in the number of required job contacts during job search;
- an allowance to remain in work activities for longer than typically permitted;
- exemption from activities in environments that could prove harmful given the person’s disability (for example, someone with asthma would not be assigned to a worksite that is very dusty);
- assignments to work activities that are consistent with the person’s limitations; and
- additional notice of program appointments and additional explanations of program rules.201

Recognizing that disabilities are often the reason for non-compliance with TANF program rules, the manual states that individuals should not be sanctioned or disqualified from other aspects of the TANF program if their failure to comply is the result of a disability.202

The manual made clear to staff what the rules are, how they are to be implemented, and who is responsible for various tasks, such as deciding on the accommodations needed by a particular recipient.

Helping Recipients with Disabilities Succeed in Work Programs

Some states have designed programs or policies that give people with disabilities the extra help they need to succeed in welfare-to-work programs. For example, Tennessee created the Family Services Counseling (FSC) program to identify and assist families with barriers to employment, including mental health or substance abuse problems, domestic violence, learning disabilities, or children’s health/behavioral health problems.203
In FSC, families that appear to be facing difficulties are referred to a social worker at a private nonprofit agency that is under contract with the state’s TANF agency. These social workers help identify barriers faced by the families and provide case management and other supports (such as mental health counseling or substance abuse treatment) to help families address those barriers so they can participate successfully in work programs. While just 14 percent of families are working when they begin FSC, 49 percent are working by the time they successfully leave the program. (Families leave the program when the case manager determines that the barrier has been resolved or the family no longer needs FSC services.)

It is important to understand that such families’ path to success is not necessarily linear. One-fifth of families that successfully leave FSC have a subsequent referral to the program and need additional help.204 Further, among those who are successful, the state and its staff worked with the families for significant periods of time, averaging 110 days but ranging from two days up to 330 days.205

Another example of a successful state program to serve families with barriers is Iowa’s Family Development and Self-Sufficiency (FaDSS) program.206 The Department of Human Services contracts with the Division of Community Action Agencies within the Department of Human Rights to administer FaDSS; that agency then subcontracts with 18 organizations across the state to provide FaDSS services.207 As FaDSS explains:

The foundation of FaDSS is regular home visits with families, using a strength-based approach. Core services include support, goal setting, and assessment. Support is given in many ways such as referrals, group activities, linking families to communities and advocacy. Assessment aids the family to identify strengths that they possess that may be used to eliminate barriers to self-sufficiency. Goal setting helps families break down goals that seem out of reach into small steps that will lead to success.208
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205 Ibid. The median time was 101 days. Some 6 percent were served in less than 30 days, 38 percent in 30 to 90 days, 40 percent in 91 to 180 days, 15 percent in 181 to 270 days, and 1 percent in over 270 days.

206 According to the Iowa state plan, FaDSS “provides intensive family development services to families receiving FIP (Family Investment Program, the state’s TANF program) and identified as having multiple or severe barriers to self-sufficiency. FaDSS participants leaving FIP for reasons other than a sanction can continue to receive services for a limited period after leaving the program. Former cash recipients receiving FaDSS services continue to receive monthly home visits during the limited period to help enable them to progress toward permanent self-sufficiency. Former cash recipients receiving FaDSS services are not required to complete any type of application form or to meet any income or resource eligibility criteria. The program is available statewide and services are provided by contracted agencies.” See “State of Iowa State Plan for Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), Effective October 2004,” http://www.dhs.state.ia.us/dhs2005/dhs_homepage/docs/TANF_STATE_PLAN_AMENDMENT_10-01_FINAL.doc.
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Many FaDSS participants have mental health problems, and the program has helped a large share of those with identified mental health issues to secure treatment.\(^{209}\)

In addition, FaDSS provides a 90-day transition component for those leaving welfare. During this period the program keeps in touch with these individuals, helping them address any obstacles that may arise and otherwise supporting their move into employment. More than 73 percent of families who received transition services were still off welfare a year later.\(^{210}\)

**Partnering with the State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency**

Some states, like Vermont, have partnered with the vocational rehabilitation (VR) agency to provide services to people with disabilities on TANF, often using TANF funds to expand the VR agency’s capacity to provide vocational services to TANF recipients with disabilities.\(^{211}\) In Vermont, counselors from the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation who are specifically identified to work with TANF recipients collaborated with TANF case managers to develop a mechanism for identifying recipients with disabilities and other barriers to work and creating employment plans for them.\(^{212}\)

Since its inception in 2001, the Vermont program has helped more than 250 welfare recipients with disabilities become successfully employed. Over that same period, a similar number of recipients have become successfully employed through the state’s regular VR program, which provides less-intensive services than those provided by the VR-TANF program. On average, though, participants in the VR-TANF program needed significantly less time (15 months, on average) to become successfully employed.\(^{213}\)

**Helping TANF Recipients with Disabilities Apply for SSI**

The vast majority of people in TANF with barriers to employment do not have disabilities severe enough to qualify for SSI. However, some people now receiving TANF have disabilities that do meet the rigorous SSI standard of disability.

Helping individuals with disabilities this severe to transfer from TANF to SSI can benefit both the state and the individual. For the state, an adult who receives SSI is no longer included in the state’s work participation rates unless they are participating in countable activities for the required number of hours to count, and TANF funds are no longer spent for the parent (although they generally continue at a lower level for the children in the family). For the individual, monthly SSI benefits
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generally are substantially more than the individual’s portion of the TANF grant. (In 2006, the federal SSI benefit was $603 per month for an individual.) And, to the extent that the person may be able to attempt to work in the future, SSI provides significant work incentives and supports.

**Background on SSI**

SSI provides needs-based assistance to people with disabilities and those who are elderly (aged 65 and older). Since its creation in 1974, it has become a key source of support for people with disabilities. About 5.1 million people with disabilities receive SSI, some 2.8 million of whom have severe mental impairments such as schizophrenia, severe depression, or mental retardation. SSI also provides benefits to children with severe disabilities living in low-income families.

Individuals with disabilities who are poor enough to qualify for TANF almost always meet SSI’s income and asset eligibility criteria, which are often more generous than state TANF eligibility rules.

The SSI eligibility criteria for disability are stringent. SSI’s definition of “disability” is the same as the one used in SSDI: a person must have a physical or mental impairment that will last at least 12 months or is expected to end in death and must prove that he or she is not able to engage in “any substantial gainful activity” as a result of the impairment (or combination of impairments). The definition of disability for children is somewhat different but equally stringent; children must show that they have “marked and severe functional limitations.”

**States Can Be Reimbursed for Assisting Individuals Awaiting SSI Eligibility Determination**

Because SSI approval generally takes many months and is retroactive to application, a successful applicant can receive retroactive benefits. This money often can provide a family with a small reserve fund or cushion to meet its needs.

Under HHS rules, a state can provide MOE-funded “interim assistance” to a family in which an individual is awaiting an SSI determination and then, if the individual is found eligible for SSI, be reimbursed out of that individual’s back SSI benefits. (Applicants would first have to sign an interim assistance agreement with the state.) The funds reimbursed to the state become income to the state’s TANF program and can be spent in a TANF program or in a separate MOE-funded program, though they cannot be claimed toward the state’s MOE requirement. Thus, states can help TANF recipients with serious disabilities gain access to SSI and use the reimbursement for interim
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216 Section 1631(g) of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. §1383(g). Interim assistance “means assistance financed from State or local funds and furnished for meeting basic needs” during the period that begins with the month after the SSI application is filed to the month in which SSI benefits are provided. It also can cover a period during which an appeal for resumption of terminated SSI benefits is pending. Reimbursement is available “upon written authorization of the individual.” The state must have an interim assistance agreement in effect with SSA. Sections 1631(g)(1), (3) and (4), 42 U.S.C. §§1383(g)(1),(3), and (4). Information on how reimbursement can be sought for benefits funded with MOE funds was received via email communication with HHS.
assistance to partially finance TANF benefits and assistance for individuals applying for SSI (discussed below) provided during the SSI application period.

**Helping Individuals Navigate the SSI Application Process**

Over the past few decades, some states have undertaken initiatives to help recipients of state assistance who have severe disabilities to apply for SSI, either by contracting with legal services organizations or private attorneys to represent individuals when they apply for SSI or by assigning in-house state human service agency staff to help them apply for SSI. Originally, states set up these arrangements to help general assistance recipients with serious health conditions. Over time, some states expanded their programs to include children with severe disabilities in the foster care system and, most recently, some TANF parents and children with severe disabilities.

It is important to recognize that because SSI’s definition of disability is restrictive, few TANF recipients will be eligible for SSI. Nevertheless, it is clear that there are parents and children on TANF with serious health conditions that would make them eligible for SSI. Helping such individuals to gather the necessary medical evidence to support an SSI application can make a significant difference in whether their application is approved. It also can help individuals provide the necessary information earlier in the application process, reducing processing delays and the likelihood that an application will be denied only to be approved on appeal.

Some states are now considering providing income assistance to individuals who are applying for SSI in a solely state-funded program instead of a TANF (or MOE) program. By definition, adults who are applying for SSI benefits are stating that they are unable to engage in “any substantial gainful activity.” These individuals are thus highly unlikely to participate enough to be counted toward the participation rate. By serving such families with non-MOE state funds, states may remove them from the participation rate calculation. States that take this approach should consider providing SSI application assistance help as part of the solely state-funded program.

The following are examples of state-funded SSI application assistance efforts undertaken prior to the DRA’s enactment:

- **Wisconsin.** The Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development recently entered into a three-year contract with three organizations in Milwaukee County (United Migrant Opportunity Services, La Causa, Inc., and Legal Action of Wisconsin, Inc.) to provide SSI application assistance to TANF recipients in the county who appear eligible for SSI.217

- **Maryland.** The Disability Entitlement Advocacy Program (DEAP), run by the Maryland Department of Human Resources, helps people file for SSI and SSDI benefits. To be eligible for DEAP, individuals must be receiving some form of state-administered cash assistance (TANF or Adult Public Assistance), and their treating physician must certify that their disability will last at least 12 months.

---

Local social services departments refer such individuals to the DEAP office. People whose condition has lasted at least 12 months are required to participate in DEAP; those whose conditions are expected to last 12 months but have not yet reached that benchmark can volunteer for the program. DEAP staff help individuals complete the application for SSI (and SSDI) and assist with appeals at the Social Security Administration (SSA), including providing legal representation.218

Families that are required to apply for SSI and are eligible for TANF assistance (as opposed to other state aid programs) are placed in a separate state MOE-funded program. This ensures that the state can be reimbursed for the interim assistance it provides the individual before SSI benefits are paid.219 Following the DRA’s enactment, Maryland began considering whether to provide assistance to these families in a solely state-funded program.

- **Minnesota.** As part of an initiative to get a better sense of the barriers facing families about to hit the TANF time limit, Ramsey County, Minnesota, contracted with Southern Minnesota Regional Legal Services and a private attorney to help TANF recipients who had serious health problems apply for SSI. Individuals received help filing applications and obtaining medical and psychological evidence, transportation to appointments, legal counsel at meetings related to the application, and links to community resources while they awaited the SSI decision.220 The project also included health and in-depth psychological assessments and home visits by professional clinical staff who served as project consultants. The information gleaned from these exams and visits not only helped the county agency design strategies to assist particular families, but also provided important reports that were submitted to SSA. Unfortunately, many of the services provided under the program were cut back due to budget constraints, but the county continued the part of the program that helps individuals through the SSI application process.

- **Vermont.** As part of its larger contract with the Vermont TANF agency (described above), the Vermont Division of Vocational Rehabilitation helps TANF recipients with severe disabilities apply for SSI. The VR agency reports that some long-time TANF recipients have serious disabilities that were never properly diagnosed and that these individuals should have been referred to SSA to apply for SSI many years earlier.221

218 [http://63.236.98.116/how/srvadult/deap.htm](http://63.236.98.116/how/srvadult/deap.htm) and [http://63.236.98.116/fia/deap.htm](http://63.236.98.116/fia/deap.htm).
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